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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we adapt black holes optimization algorithms for 

binary search spaces by applying a sigmoid transformation to 

the gravity and electrical forces. Black holes algorithm is a 

Swarm Algorithm inspired of Black Holes for Optimization 

Problems. We supposes each solution of problem as a binary 

black hole and after calculating the gravity and electrical 

forces use a mapping function for set it. The proposed method 

is verified using several benchmark problems used in the area 

of optimization. The experimental results on different 

benchmarks show that the performance of the proposed 

algorithm is better than    BPSO (Binary Particle Swarms 

Optimization), BAFS (Binary Artificial Fish Swarm 

Algorithm) and GA (Genetic Algorithm). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are different methods for solving an optimization 

problem. Some of these methods are inspired from natural 

processes. These methods usually start with an initial set of 

variables and then evolve to obtain the global minimum or 

maximum of the objective function [1].  Swarm intelligent 

algorithms have attracted significant attention in recent years. 

Algorithm behavior models the natural behavior of different 

phenomena [2]. Intensification and diversification are two 

main features of the meta-heuristic algorithms. The 

intensification phase searches around the current best 

solutions and selects the best candidates or solutions. The 

diversification phase ensures that the algorithm explores the 

search space more efficiently [3]. 

There are so many problems which have discrete natures. 

Moreover in many applications, solving problems which have 

concrete space are done in discrete space. Hence, since both 

concrete and discrete problems are solvable in a discrete 

space, need to have discrete search algorithms are felt.The 

majority of Optimization Problems are defined in the discrete 

space. Hence, proposing an efficient algorithm to solve the 

problems has become an attractive subject in recent years [4]. 

BPSO is a global optimization algorithm for discrete problems 

proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [5] in 1997. In the PSO 

algorithm, each particle searches for an optimal solution to the 

objective function in the search space [6]. SA is another meta-

heuristic optimization which can be employed in the discrete 

search space. Kirkpatrick et al, proposed the algorithm based 

on the way thermodynamic systems go from one energy level 

to another in 1983 [7]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next 

section gives a review about black holes algorithm. The 

proposed algorithms (binary black holes) introduced in 

section 3. In section 4 the computational and experimental 

results are presented to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed method. Finally, in Section 5 includes conclusions 

and discussions. 

2. BLACK HOLES ALGORITHM  
A black hole is a region of space-time whose gravitational 

field is so strong that nothing which enters it, not even light, 

can escape. The theory of general relativity predicts that a 

sufficiently compact mass will deform space-time to form a 

black hole. Around a black hole there is a mathematically 

defined surface called an event horizon that marks the point of 

no return. If anything moves close to the event horizon or 

crosses the Schwarzschild radius it will be absorbed into the 

black hole and permanently disappear. The existence of black 

holes can be discerned by its effect over the objects 

surrounding it [8]. It is called "black" because it absorbs all 

the light that hits the horizon, reflecting nothing, just like a 

perfect black body in thermodynamics [9, 10]. A black hole 

has only three independent physical properties: mass, charge, 

and angular momentum [11]. A charged black hole repels 

other like charges just like any other charged object. The 

simplest black holes have mass but neither electric charge nor 

angular momentum.  

The black hole algorithm proposed in the paper [12] by 

Nemati et al. In this algorithm at first generated a random 

population a then evolve it in the generations to earn best 

solution. In this algorithm initialized step is production of a 

number of random black holes as initial solution. Each of this 

black holes has own position, mass and electrical charge. The 

name of this step is called big bang. Each of black holes is a 

solution for the problem.   

             
          
      

         

                          (1) 

At second step, fitness evaluated for each of these black holes 

as formula (2), which f is Cost function and determine the best 

black hole in the population and call it global best. 

                                                       (2) 

In third step, evaluated the new position of the each black hole 

by calculating the forces .In algorithm each black hole 

attracted to the global best by gravity force and attracted to 

the local best position by the Coulomb's law, In the other 

words we assume FG (gravity force) for the global search and 

FQ (electricity force) for the local search. FG and FQ are 

calculated by (3) and (4) formulas. 

     
          

  
                           (3) 

     
          

  
                             (4) 
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Where Fg is gravitational force, Fq is electrical force,        

is mass of global best black hole, and        is charge of local 

best black hole. G and K are constant number. When Fg and 

Fq  were calculated, then we earn new position of the black 

holes by formula (5). 

                         

                                          (5) 

Where         and        are the position of i-th black hole 

at iteration t+1 and t, respectively .and Fg is gravitational 

force, Fq is electrical force. And also random1, random2 are 

random number between [0,1]. 

The algorithm also used of  Hawking  radiation as. At this 

step is the same mutation step in genetic algorithm.by 

hawking radiation the algorithm escape from trapping in local 

optimums. In this step, by randomly we changed the position 

of black holes. With this work the algorithm escape from 

trapping in local extermums. 

3. BINARY BLACK HOLES 

ALGORITHM (PROPOSED METHOD) 
In many optimization problems the searching should be 

performed in the binary space. Hence it is desirable for these 

optimization algorithms presenting Binary version. In the 

binary space, the explorer particles move in the zero and one 

space. Consider a hypercube which labeled each of the 

corners with binaries. Each of these corners is one solution. In 

our method, the masses move between these corners to search 

the solution space. The movement of the particle in any 

dimension changes Ones to Zeros and vice versa. 

As the basic black holes algorithm [12] operates in continuous 

and real number space, it cannot be used to optimize the pure 

binary problems. To tackle this problem, we proposed binary 

black holes algorithm. For binary search space, we  have 

adapted the black holes to search in binary spaces, by 

applying a sigmoid transformation to the gravity and electrical 

forces  to squash this forces s into a range [0,1], and force the 

new values of the locations of  black holes to be 0’s or 1’s.  

In this paper, the Gravity and Electrical forces of each Black 

Hole are considered as a Probability function in any 

dimension and the Black Holes move based on these 

probabilities. In fact, in the binary version of our method, 

Fg+Fq represents the probability of being the    
  One or Zero 

instead of displacement of the particles. The sigmoid function 

transforms the input, which can have any value between plus 

and minus infinity, into a reasonable value in the range 

between 0 and 1. Graph of sigmoid function showed in the 

figure 1.  

 

Figure1. Gragh of sigmoid function 

               
 

           
         (6) 

The equation for updating positions Eqn. (5) is then replaced 

by Eql (7). 

         
 

           
        

       

             
              

          
           (7) 

Where rand is a random number between [0,1]. 

Based on the above the main steps in the proposed binary 

black hole algorithm are summarized as follow Pseudo-code: 

Input: objective function 

Output: optimal solution 

Initialize a binary population of black holes with random 

locations in the search space (Binary Big Bang) 

While (termination criteria satisfy) do 

For each black hole, evaluate the objective function 

Select the global best black hole that has the best fitness 

value  

Calculate the Sigmoid function by Eq. (6) 

Change the location of each black hole according to Eq. (7) 

Do Hawking radiation (as mutation in algorithm)  

End of while 

4. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
In this section the proposed binary black hole algorithm 

(BBLA) is tested with benchmark functions. Six benchmark 

functions with a variety of complexity are used to evaluate the 

performance of proposed method. Benchmark function and 

properties  is show on table 1. The performance of the 

proposed algorithm is compared against well-known 

algorithm like than BPSO (Binary Particle Swarms 

Optimization), BAFS (Binary Artificial Fish Swarm 

Algorithm) and GA (Genetic Algorithm).  The experiments 

for each function run for 10 times and average of result is 

reported. In figures 5 for better distinction of four algorithms 

the Y-axis (fitness) is on logarithmic scale.Figures 3- 14 show 

the Convergence performance of GA, BPSO, PFSA and 

BBLA (propose algorithm) on 6 Benchmark function (100D 

and 1000D) - X-axis is generation and Y-axis is fitness on 

logarithmic scale. 
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Figure2. Flow chart of binary black holes algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Benchmark Function 

F Equation Dimension
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Figure3 . F1 function 100D 

 

Figure4 . F1 function 1000D 

 

Figure5. F2 function 100D 

 

Figure6 . F2 function 1000D 

 

Figure7 . F3 function 100D 

 

Figure8 . F3 function 1000D 
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Figure9 . F4 function 100D 

 

Figure10 . F4 function 1000D 

 

Figure11 . F5 function 100D 

 

Figure12 . F5 function 1000D 

 

Figure13 . F6 function 100D 

 

Figure14 . F6 function 1000D 
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Table 2. Global optimization results for function 1 (  ) 

Algorith

m 

Populatio

n size 

Dimensio

n 

Iteratio

n 

Best 

Answe

r 

GA 100 100 100 19 

BPSO 100 100 100 16 

BFSA 100 100 100 35 

BBLA 100 100 100 0 

GA 1000 1000 100 298 

BPSO 1000 1000 100 308 

BFSA 1000 1000 100 329 

BBLA 1000 1000 100 289 

 

Table 3. Global optimization results for function 2 (  ) 

Algorith

m 

Populatio

n size 

Dimensio

n 

Iteratio

n 

Best 

Answe

r 

GA 100 100 100 122 

BPSO 100 100 100 122 

BFSA 100 100 100 154 

BBLA 100 100 100 101 

GA 1000 1000 100 667 

BPSO 1000 1000 100 382 

BFSA 1000 1000 100 630 

BBLA 1000 1000 100 31 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Global optimization results for function 3 (  ) 

Algorith

m 

Populatio

n size 

Dimensio

n 

Iteratio

n 

Best 

Answer 

GA 100 100 100 4.6788 

BPSO 100 100 100 4.7671 

BFSA 100 100 100 5.4523 

BBLA 100 100 100 4.4678 

GA 1000 1000 100 7.1348e+0

04 

BPSO 1000 1000 100 3.9011e+0

04 

BFSA 1000 1000 100 1.6801e+0

05 

BBLA 1000 1000 100 1.0064e+0

05 

 

Table 5. Global optimization results for function 4 (  ) 

Algorith

m 

Populatio

n size 

Dimensio

n 

Iteratio

n 

Best 

Answer 

GA 100 100 100 99.7924 

BPSO 100 100 100 97.5924 

BFSA 100 100 100 196.0634 

BBLA 100 100 100 88.9392 

GA 1000 1000 100 1.0058e+0

03 

BPSO 1000 1000 100 919.7287 

BFSA 1000 1000 100 1.2903e+0

03 

BBLA 1000 1000 100 1.0009e+0

03 
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Table 6. Global optimization results for function 5 (  ) 

Algorith

m 

Populatio

n size 

Dimensio

n 

Iteratio

n 

Best 

Answe

r 

GA 100 100 100 4.5315 

BPSO 100 100 100 4.2580 

BFSA 100 100 100 5.4486 

BBLA 100 100 100 4.1760 

GA 1000 1000 100 4.5994 

BPSO 1000 1000 100 4.0266 

BFSA 1000 1000 100 4.6151 

BBLA 1000 1000 100 4.0088 

 

Table 7. Global optimization results for function 6 (  ) 

Algorith

m 

Populatio

n size 

Dimensio

n 

Iteratio

n 

Best 

Answe

r 

GA 100 100 100 0.4394 

BPSO 100 100 100 0.5303 

BFSA 100 100 100 0.9963 

BBLA 100 100 100 0.1406 

GA 1000 1000 100 0.6102 

BPSO 1000 1000 100 0.5970 

BFSA 1000 1000 100 0.7799 

BBLA 1000 1000 100 0.3628 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
In this paper we adapt black holes optimization algorithms for 

binary discrete search spaces by applying a sigmoid 

transformation to the gravity and electrical forces. Each 

solution of problem is a binary black hole and after 

calculating the gravity and electrical forces use a mapping 

function for set it in binary space. The experimental results on 

different benchmarks show that the performance of the 

proposed algorithm is better than other similar algorithms. To 

continue our work we decide to adapt black holes algorithms 

in multi objective optimization problems and introduced multi 

objective black hole algorithm (MBLA). 
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